Implementing Proof of Retriavaibility for Multiple Replica of Data File Using No-SQL Database
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Abstract - Cloud computing comprises high demand as an outsourcing entity to share storage capacity, different vendors databases, a pool of software’s and different platforms. Instead of wasting money, many organizations outsource their services from different Cloud service providers. One of the key services of Cloud service provider is providing storage capacity, which is in high demand now a day. But, Cloud computing is in threat when number of users increased. The Cloud service provider may behave unfaithfully towards user in case of CSP with limited resources and many users. This paper designs a protocol to check integrity of data stored at Cloud server. Many schemes introduce a new network entity ‘Third Party Auditor’. It reduces the integrity verification burden of a user. The TPA performs integrity verification of data stored at cloud server on behalf of user. However, it is not enough to trust on TPA in case of sensitive data. The TPA may also behave unfaithfully towards user. So, this paper proposes a new protocol that generates a proof of data integrity in case of untrusted cloud storage as well as untrusted TPA. Furthermore, to work with and process user’s time series data this paper replaces relational database system with No-SQL databases. This will increase the data operation performance in case of huge data management.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a model to compute mobile, suitable and as per need access to resources shared at centralized place. Cloud computing effectively utilizes the IT resources. Cloud computing provides different services like IaaS, Paas and Saas. One of the major role in IaaS is to provide storage as a service. This reduces the burden of the user to store data locally. It is safe to utilize this service only if when numbers of users are limited. In case of Cloud service provider with resource constrained devices, if the number of users increased the CSP may behave unfaithfully towards user. Some user’s store their sensitive data at CSP’s, so checking the correctness of user data and providing safeguards from unauthorized access is most essential one. The data may be corrupted or losses due to certain server breakdowns or hacked by intruders or may be intentionally deleted by CSP [1].

In case of CSP with resource constrained devices, to increase resource utilization CSP itself intentionally deletes user’s rarely accessed data. So now a day in such cases maintaining verification of user data through various protocols is in focus. The many schemes implements integrity proofs through different integrity proofs techniques [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11].

To generates integrity proofs large number of computations are required. It creates a huge overhead of creation of authenticators, tagging of data, and creation of secret keys at user side. The public verifiability reduces this computational overhead of user by appointing Third Party Auditor. The TPA executes different data structure and algorithms to generate data integrity proofs.

As a safeguard to user data, the data is encrypted by using set of secret keys at different time periods. The TPA is always has the possession with this secret key. It may be possible that TPA also modifies or deletes some data accidentally or intentionally. In this case generated integrity proof is not correct, so ensuring TPA integrity proofs is essential. This paper proposes a protocol that verifies TPA’s generated integrity proofs.

Now a day due to real time data large data warehouses are require to store it. The CSP’s may maintain this data in distributed manner. This also requires greater data operation performance as well as scaling of data at run time. All this is not possible with traditional relational database management system.

This paper replaces traditional relational database management system by No-SQL database. It provides Decentralized access to data, maintains replicas of dataset which produces availability, data scalability and stores large volume of data. All this are very helpful for cloud applications [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] and [19].
By taking all these in consideration this paper proposes a protocol that checks integrity of user data in case of untrusted CSP as well as untrusted TPA and in No-SQL environment.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Jin Li, Xiao Tan, Xiaofeng Chen, Duncan S. Wong, and Fatos Xhafa propose the notion of public verifiability to reduce the computational cost at user side during the integrity verification of their data. They introduce one more network element which is acting as an auditor on the behalf of the client. The auditor preprocesses client’s data and uploads it to the storage server and later verifies the integrity of data. They were formerly proposed integrity of only a single copy of a data file by using public verifiability. They also assumed that a cloud audit server is trusted network element which will fail at some incidents. They used a relational database system which has some database scalability issues [1].

Ateniese et al. [2] defined the model for ensuring possession of files on untrusted storages. They also proposed the first proof-of-storage scheme that supports public verifiability. The scheme utilizes RSA-based homomorphic tags for auditing outsourced data. However, the data owner has to compute a large number of tags for those data to be outsourced, which usually involves exponentiation and multiplication operations. Furthermore, the case of dynamic data storage has not been considered by Ateniese et al.

Juels and Kaliski Jr. [3] introduced spot-checking and error correcting codes are adopted to ensure both “possession” and “retrievability” of data files in archive service systems. However, public verifiability is not supported in their scheme and the data owner also has to make many computational efforts to generate tags for those data to be outsourced.

Much research devoted their work in data integrity and security in cloud computing for stored data [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11].

Jia Yu, Kui Ren, Cong Wang and Vijay Varadarajan discuss a new aspect of cloud auditing. They investigate how to reduce the damage of the client’s key exposure in cloud storage auditing. They formalize the definition and the security model of the auditing protocol with key-exposure resilience and propose such protocol. However, they are not applying this technique in the case of third party auditor used for cloud storage auditing. Again, public verifiability is not supported in their scheme and the data owner also has to make many computational efforts [12].

Zhuo Hao and Nenghai Yu enlightens a multiple-replica remote data possession checking protocol which has public verifiability. Homomorphic authentication tags based on BLS signature are used in the proposed protocol. Again, they used a relational database system to maintain the database of multiple replications, which required a large number of complex operations with large data sets [13].

Ruxandra Burtica, Eleonora Maria Mocanu, Mugurel developed an application which follows a keyword over multiple social media platforms (e.g. Twitter, Facebook), maintaining the aggregated data in a No-SQL database [14].

Jing Han, Haihong E, Guan Le and Jian Du define basic characteristics, the data model of No-SQL. In addition, they classify No-SQL databases according to the CAP theorem. Finally, the mainstream No-SQL database is separately described in detail, and defines some properties to help enterprises to choose No-SQL [15].

R.Hecht and S.Jablonski, defines use of No-SQL in Cloud Computing [18].

3. DESIGN ASPECTS

3.1 Proposed System

This paper designs and develops a verification scheme with public verifiability so that the client can verify correctness of the remote data using No-SQL database. In addition, exploring the auditing protocol with key-exposure resilience to prevent dishonest behavior of Third Party Auditor (Cloud Audit Server) and reduce computation and communication overhead.

Fig - 1: Architecture of Proposed System
3.2 Methodology

Step 1: Data collection and Setup module: In Data Collection the traditional data warehouse solution replaced into emerging big data technologies such as No-SQL databases. So the client's data are stored into No-SQL type databases, which is a document/text/XML type structure. By using searching technique user can collect a data file from database and divide it into the M blocks and send these blocks to Cloud Audit Server. In addition to this, user generates set of secret keys used at different time period to encrypt the data timely to provide safeguard.

Step 2: Upload module: - In the second module the user uploads Dataset blocks to the Cloud Audit server. The Cloud Audit Server generates a signature for each dataset blocks and re-uploads the data blocks to the Cloud Storage Server.

Step 3: Signature generation Module: - For each data block signature is generated by TPA. All these signature set is then also sent to the client. Integrity proofs are calculated from these signatures.

Step 4: Integrity verification module: - The TPA challenges the CSS for integrity verification of data file. In response to this CSS provides proofs, if both matches then data are correct otherwise data is corrupted/modified or lost by CSS. The same is done by user to check proofs given by TPA. All these challenge and proof are done for multiple replicas of data file.

4. SNAPSHOTS

Fig-2: Starting MongoDB

Fig. 2 shows starting MongoDB, run mongod.exe. This starts the main MongoDB database process. The waiting for connections message in the console output indicates that the mongod.exe process is running successfully.

Fig-3: Key Generation and Updation

Fig. 3 shows: The client generates the set of secret key and public key by using key generation and key updation algorithms. The application accepts the time span from the client and creates the entered number of secret keys which will be assigned automatically to TPA periodically to strengthen the security.

Fig. 4: Challenge-Proof-Verify Process
Fig. 4 shows integrity verification by user to check proof generated by TPA to check trustworthiness of TPA.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION ON MODULES

Table-1: Tag generation time:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATASET (MB)</th>
<th>TIME (MS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart-1: Tag generation time on Server

In the first experiment, Authenticator generation time is calculated. Five different number of dataset sizes are chosen in the experiment to show the authenticator generation. From chart 1, we can see that the time needed to generate authenticator’s increases when the size of dataset increases. Compared with the previous related work [1] time needed to this is less.

Table-2: Challenge-Proof-Verify time on server 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset (MB)</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the second experiment, we have calculated the time required for Challenge-Proof-Verify process at different servers for multiple replicas of data file using No-SQL database.

From the charts 2 and 3, we can say that time needed for Challenge-Proof-Verify process at different servers for multiple replicas of data file using No-SQL database is quite less than traditional RDBMS.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a new proof of retrievability for cloud storage, this proposes a protocol that verifies CSS’s as well as TPA’s generated integrity proofs for multiple replica of a data file. This paper replaces traditional relational database management system by No-SQL database. It provides Decentralized access to data, maintains replicas of dataset which produces availability, data scalability and stores large volume of data.
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